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       20TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 8 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ NEWS FOR THE LAZY NAVAL ACTION PLAYER NAVAL ENSIGN OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE: THE CURRENT TOP DOG. Russia continues to dominate the Caribbean GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH Dutch and Russia agree to ceasefire 20.02.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH dividends. It has taken many many months On the 20th day of the 2nd month in the Year of but attrition has finally worn both sides down our Lord 2020, the Russian Empire continues to 18.02.2020 to the point where they have agreed to peace. dominate the Caribbean as it has done so for There are some unhappy players on both sides months. Accepted begrudgingly by some *coughmainly with players in both nations wishing to SNOWmembers* but eventually agreed by all, continue the war. The respective national the Dutch Admiralty has agreed to a ceasefire executives have decided that the time has with Russia. The ball began to roll when the come to peace out, both having achieved their SNOW diplomat made a glib remark on the objectives from the onset of the war. Russia Dutch Discord on the 10th February. This has secured Cartagena and the Dutch have initially received a hostile reception with secured their Western border. The clans several clan leaders mocking the idea of giving wishing to push so far West have long since the Russians peace. The debate raged for left with the changing winds and so little several days but surprisingly swung in favour of appetite was there to press for further giving the Russians a reprieve and the Dutch territorial acquisitions. The peace allows the Admiralty agreed that Russia should be Russians to reorientate to other theatres while approached to see whether a ceasefire could be allowing the Dutch to focus solely against agreed. In these debates it was noted that the their war with Prussia. Russians had never gone back on their word and it was likely that they would honour any The Russians will slowly hand over all ports agreements made. There were legitimate East of Rio de la Hacha allowing players to concerns that the Russians would offer withdraw. Less experienced members of both unacceptable terms or would demand fealty. nations will be given the opportunity to Despite these concerns the Admiralty instructed participate in port battles to learn the an initial overture to the Russians to see mechanics. Russia and Dutch will cease port whether an equitable peace could be reached. battles outside of these arrangements. Dutch The negotiating team consisting of A Furore players will no longer be permitted to screen Norman and Captain Aloe from TOD as it was against Britain or Russia except for members felt that their calm manners was more suitable of SNOW. The ceasefire provides breathing for this kind of diplomacy. room for the Dutch to concentrate their efforts on the Eastern front. The Dutch strategy of being irritating has paid IN THIS ISSUE PERFIDIOUS SWEDISH SHENANIGANS BROKEN BRITAIN PRUSSIANS! PAGE 1 20TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 8 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ BRITISH FOREIGN AFFAIRS RVR SUMMARY Broken Britain RvR Roundup Great Britain Implodes… Yet Again! GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 19.02.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The war raging the server between Sweden 17.02.2020 and Britain has ended. The agreed handover of ports has occurred with British clans The site of Great Britain imploding will be agreeing to lay down arms. The Brits are now familiar to veteran players of Naval Action. forced into neutrality by the terms of the Great Britain is stuck in a vicious cycle of agreement though their thoughts turn towards expansion, overconfidence and then implosion. vengeance. Surprisingly their anger is not Welcome to February 2020! You can now watch directed towards the Swedes but those who Britain once again implode from the comfort of left them, the Prussians. your own armchair. With the loss of the free port of Jobe, As a former British player, I can provide some American loyalty towards their masters has history. The first implosion that I experienced been rewarded with a gift of ports stretching was following the migration of ROYAL. This to Cayo Vacas. The greatest spread of was then dwarfed by the AHOY and BIG American flags since I started playing now migration which plunged GB into the Dark exists but only due to the protection of Russia. Ages. It took many months and much effort, but she struggled and expanded once again. This was It has been a quiet week for RvR with undone by the great Easter exodus which saw different nations catching their breath and GA clan attributed with winding up so many planning future offensives. The Russians and members of the British RvR fleet that they left Swedes are both dancing around the the nation. Many of these former RSC members Prussians. Both equally eager to destroy or were instrumental in the creation of HAVOC court them at the earliest opportunity. Neither while EXILE faded into the history. GA was wanting Prussia to join the other side and later driven to Spain by SNOW who created ‘N’ sway the balance of power between the two and seeing their former agitators leave the nation against their favour. contributed to HAVOC moving to Britain. This finally tipped the war with Spain in Britain’s favour and they were pushed back to Mantua. NATO NEWS Before release SNOW and HAVOC left her in a stable condition and moved to their new nations, Dutch and Denmark respectively. Britain did not implode but did lose the former SNOW ports at Swedish Shenanigans the Pinar del Rio region to Prussia. GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH She ambled along adequately enough but then British bickering caused many in CRED to lost Santiago to the pirates however LAMA’s 19.02.2020 jump to Prussia and create a new clan. arrival prevented an implosion. Unfortunately, once Britain declared war on Sweden LAMA left This week the Swedes issued an ultimatum to for Prussia and restarted KRAKE (despite voting their Prussian counterparts to cease their to start the war). Bickering (view right) flared up attack on the Dutch. The Swedes stated that in the wake of the huge losses against Sweden they were sick of watching the third largest and causing GB veterans of many years to pack RvR nation pick on one of the weakest and up their bags and leave. CRED members have “pretending that they were good”. The proven a stable rock for Britain for many years Prussians immediately responded by but now the rock has wandered off leaving capitulating to the Swedes and declaring that Britain very little to rely upon. CRED has run they would now remain neutral in further the nation Discord since SNOW left the nation conflicts. but have now closed the Discord. They are encouraging British players and diplomats to go Guarantees have been given by leading to the new Discord. Relations between some Swedish players that they will not “hang the players have soured, but there are hopes that Dutch out to dry” and will protect their despite some British clans attacking Prussian territorial integrity. Current and future Dutch ports they can remain on cordial terms. ports are now protected from encroachment from the West by the Russians and the East by the Prussians. The Dutch Admiralty would like to extend their thanks to both their Swedish and Russian counterparts for offering and successfully dealing with the Prussian menace. Former GB Discord owner moves to Prussia PAGE 2 20TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 8 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ SNOW DISCORD HTTPS://DISCORD.GG/98CKZUD ADVERTISE HERE (OR ELSEWHERE) FOR 10K DOUBLOONS! Contact Gregory Rainsborough on Game-Lab Forums or in-game for details. Advert space subject to availability and appropriateness and subject to approval of Editor. All adverts welcome including from nations currently in active hostility with the United Provinces. PAGE 3 20TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 8 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ PORT BATTLE DRAMA Perfidious Prussians! AN ANONYMOUS DANE We were informed that the French fleet were preparing to flip 17.02.2020 Scarborough and moved to engage. On the 16th February a Danish-Norweigian flotilla was dispatched to Galdonas in an attempt to hamper The Prussians in a gesture of and prevent Dutch entry into the port battle at gratitude for our efforts then Galdonas. We engaged the Dutch screeners who proceeded in an attempt to were hiding themselves in a battle with their French destroy the fleet which by now allies near the port. This meant they had an was heading to Guayaguayare. unimpeded approach to the port and BOCAR was Captain Israel Hands was forced forced to killing a few Dutch stragglers and the to sacrifice the ship Hævnen. French. The Dutch screeners at this point then left Danes preparing to invade Prussia the battle with the French and were engaged by a BOCAR vows to avenge this small Polish fleet and Prussian screeners. The Poles dishonourable action in the near being present due to their undying hatred for PRIV, future! who flipped the port. HOTFIXES OF THE WEEK Contact Lars or Israel for more information on this ship for sale! 14th February War Server - Raiders Withdraw! Raiders have got port battles out of their system and decided that they will better resort to privateering activities on the open world. 18th February Fixed a rare bug that blocked the usage of money at clan warehouse if the amount of money exceeded billions of reals Fixed an issue with forts that fired on one side in the battle without consideration of flag. From now on forts will only fire if the battle has a flag of the fort • British fort will fire at British enemies if British flag is present in battle • British fort will ignore both sides if other flags are present at both sides. STATE OF THE NATION Past week of Dutch RvR GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH war to recover. The Dutch shall now 19.02.2020 concentrate on reclaiming territories lost to her in the East. The Dutch through clever diplomacy have managed to secure theirs borders, which have for many months been The Prussians are not short of enemies under threat from Russia. The peace was welcomed by and while the Dutch had a truly even her allies who realized that the Dutch forces had dismal performance at Galdonas this become stretched to breaking point in recent months week, the lessons gained from it will despite the eagerness of their leadership to keep up the push players to be better than they fighting. were. Every success follows a failure and the Dutch will regain her strength With a return to the borders of months past trading shall with enough time and effort. Unity Brings Strength once again flourish and allow clans ravaged by PAGE 4 20TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 8 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ ADVERTISE HERE (OR ELSEWHERE) FOR 10K DOUBLOONS! Contact Gregory Rainsborough on Game-Lab Forums or in-game for details. Advert space subject to availability and appropriateness and subject to approval of Editor. All adverts welcome including from nations currently in active hostility with the United Provinces. PAGE 5 
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